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Thesis Proposal: Modeling Pathways of Cell




Genetic regulatory networks are collections of genes that interact together to modify or
change one another’s behavior. Small modiﬁcations to a genetic regulatory network, such as
the transient perturbations of a gene’s activity, can force a cell to diﬀerentiate from one type
to another. Diﬀerentiation of cell types also occurs as a natural process. Notably, embryonic
stem cells diﬀerentiate into a variety of cell types.
Understanding genetic regulatory networks, more speciﬁcally how a cell type can diﬀerenti-
ate, is a puzzle that has yet to be solved. For example, HL60 leukemic cells can be induced
to diﬀerentiate to a benign state after the application of dimethysulphoxide.[3] It is thought
that with the proper computational model, we can understand the biology better. Through
better understanding, predictions about the biology model can be made. Random boolean
networks may be able to ﬁll in some of the pieces.
What happens to the cell during diﬀerentiation? Once a gene is perturbed, what kinds
of predictions can be made about changes occurring to the genetic regulatory network?
My research hopes to gain insights into the pathways of cell diﬀerentiation using randomly
generated boolean networks.
Boolean Networks
Boolean networks[1] can be thought of as a directed graph where each node evaluates to a
binary value of one or zero. The state of the network is a snapshot of the node values taken
as a whole. Generating subsequent states in the network is determined by boolean functions.
Boolean functions, one for each node, take as inputs the values of nodes sharing an input edge
with the given node. The output value of a given function depends upon the conﬁguration
1of boolean values in the input nodes. Random boolean networks are networks of k inputs
and n nodes whose connecting edges and boolean functions are generated randomly.
When the sequence of states in a boolean network repeats itself, it is called a state-cycle.
State cycles in boolean networks are attractors and these attractors can be thought of as
representing cell types. Each state in a boolean network state cycle is an analogue for a
state produced in a genetic regulatory network. Because there can only be a ﬁnite number
of states in a boolean network, eventually a sequence of states will be repeated. Thus, by
the Pigeon-hole principle, a state cycle will always exist in a boolean network.
The strength of boolean networks is their simplicity. Boolean functions generate transient
states which the network passes through before the network reaches another state cycle. The
transient states represent a model for cell diﬀerentiation as the cell changes from one cell type
to another. Like real genetic regulatory networks, I have found that most of the modeled
transients are also homeostatic. Homeostatic behavior in genetic regulatory networks is
desirable because it contributes to the robustness of the cell types.
The problem with boolean networks is that it is diﬃcult to model the continuous nature of
real genetic regulatory networks with discrete values. Boolean networks are synchronous in
that each discrete step of the entire network is generated with the boolean functions using
the network state from the previous step. The boolean network acts as if there is one central
clock directing all activity.
A genetic regulatory network has no discrete clock. Genes in cells are not in lock-step with
each other. Likewise cells which are diﬀerentiating are not synchronized with other, similar
cells. A genetic regulatory network is diﬃcult to label as being precisely in one state or
another.
Research in Progress
Over the last year, I have put together a model of cell diﬀerentiation using randomly gen-
erated deterministic boolean networks. The model currently generates a network which
uses boolean functions to establish state cycles. The model sequentially perturbs nodes in
each state to create pathways of diﬀerentiation and more state cycles. From the perturbed
networks, statistics are harvested about behavior on the transient pathways. With the addi-
tion of aggregation and data mining software utilities, I am beginning production-type runs
targeted to answer some speciﬁc questions.
1. What ratio of perturbations will return to the same cell type (homeostasis), as opposed
to changing cell type?
2. What proportion of transients fuse with other transients on the pathway of diﬀerenti-
ation?
3. How does perturbing genes in a model regulatory network aﬀect the rest of the genes?
4. What proportion of transients have distinct pathways?
25. More generally, what properties do transients have when diﬀerentiating from one cell
type to another unique cell type as opposed to those that return homeostatically to
the perturbed cell type?




I have been trying diﬀerent ways of evaluating the pathways of diﬀerentiation to more ap-
proximate the biology model. With professor Kauﬀman and his colleagues, I am putting
together promising mechanisms to map transient pathways in boolean networks to genetic
regulatory networks.
One idea is to use the total number of gene changes as a stand-in for transient length by
tracking the percentage of time each gene is in a state diﬀerent from the unperturbed state.
Another kind of mapping I propose is by tracking the incidence of gene change over a
transient. For instance, a histogram of gene change can be made by counting the number
of genes that change state zero times, then the number of genes that change once, then the
number of genes that change twice, etc.
Transient Fusion and Cell Diﬀerentiation
It has been found that the Hamming distance between diﬀerentiating cells that share the
same destination cell type initially grow farther apart and then become more alike as they
approach the destination cell type.[2] I have found that transients in random boolean net-
works which fuse share this behavior. A transient which fuses means that at some state
along the transient, a pair of transients share the same ﬁnal sequence of states. The graph of
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